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1. Scope of the analysis 

 

The CAC has launched a series of analyses concerning risk content on the internet. In 

the first phase, the analysis focused on detecting risk content related to public health 

and safety, with the priority aim of protecting minors.  

 

As part of this, in 2015 we carried out analysis on online child pornography and 

anorexia and bulimia. 

 

This report on online hate speech against women falls within the scope of public safety 

and protecting minors. 

 

 

2. Conceptual framework of the analysis 

 

The conceptual framework of this report is the definition of violence against women and 

related aspects set forth in Law 5/2008 of 24 April 2008 on women's right to eradicate 

violence against women. 

 

Article 3(a) defines violence against women as:  

 

“Violence enacted towards women as a manifestation of discrimination and 

inequality in the context of a system of male over female power relations and 

comprising physical, economic or psychological means, including threats, 

intimidation and coercion, resulting in physical, sexual or psychological harm or 

suffering, in either the public or private domain.” 

 

This law also sets down a number of aspects related to violence against women that 

are used in this report as analysis parameters to identify content that can be regarded 

as fostering this type of violence. Although Article 22 of the abovementioned law refers 

to social media within the sphere of competence of the regional government of 

Catalonia, the report identifies content that:  

 

a) incites violence against women or justifies or trivialise it through its treatment or 

publication 

b) tacitly or implicitly conveys misogynistic and sexist messages 
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c) discredits women or is abusive or objectifying 

 

 

3. Aim of the report 

 

This report aims to identify online content that explicitly or implicitly condones or 

promotes violence against women. 

 

It provides an analysis of the textual, graphic and audiovisual content of websites and 

blogs that can be accessed by anyone, without registering or using a password, and 

that therefore do not constitute private bilateral communications. 

 

Using the conceptual framework laid down by Law 5/2008, the items analysed relate to 

content that: 

 

1) Incites or justifies violence against women 

2) Trivialises violence against women  

3) Conveys misogynist messages or is abusive or objectifies women  

4) Discredits women  

 

Content that can be regarded as fostering violence against women has been classified 

under these four categories. However, it is important to note that many items include 

messages that fall into more than one category, either explicitly or implicitly. 
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4. Research methods  

 

The content analysed in this report was found using the following methods: 

 

 Search by keyword 

 Following links found on websites 

 

Catalan and Spanish keywords were used for the search to limit its scope to Spain. 

However, as Spanish is the official language of various countries in South America, it 

was not possible to limit the scope strictly. 

 

 

5. Research results 

 

Of the results obtained from the research methods, 15 blogs and videos that met the 

following criteria were selected: 

 

 Includes content that may foster violence against women 

 Is mainly written in Spanish or with Spanish subtitles in the case of audiovisual 

content (no content was found in Catalan) 

 

A factsheet was created for every video or blog providing the identification details, 

characteristics and a description of contents. The data corresponds to the date of 

analysis. 
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Table 1. Contents analysed 

Contents Type 

Anecdotario de Rufus (‘Rufus's stories’) Blog 

Anticapitalismo666 Blog 

Cómo pegar a una mujer en el Islam ('How to Beat a 
Woman in Islam') 

YouTube video 

Cómo pegar a una mujer en el Islam-Reglas ('How to 
Beat a Woman in Islam-Rules') 

YouTube video 

Dominación machista ('Male domination') Blog 

Don Discreto ('Mr Discreet') Blog 

El rincón del macho ('Macho corner') Blog 

El lugar al que perteneces ('In your place') Blog 

Falocracia ('Phallocracy')  Blog 

La cueva del misógino ('Misogynist's cave') Blog 

Lolocausto 9. La pareja ('The couple') YouTube video 

Lolocausto 10. La manera de pensar femenina 
('Women's way of thinking') 

YouTube video 

 Pegar a la mujer en el Islam-Islamofobia-Fadel 
Solieman (‘Beating a woman in Islam-Islamophobia- 
Fadel Solieman’) 

YouTube video 

Putamierda28 Blog 

Sin título (Cor5ario) Blog 

 

 

 

  



 

6. Factsheets 

 

Table 2. Factsheet for the Anecdotario de Rufus blog  

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Anecdotario de Rufus (Rufus's stories) 

Type Blog 

Platform Blogger 

Author n/a  

Characteristics  

Language Spanish 

Source Spain (Source: blog domain ".es”; the content makes reference to Spain) 

Dates 
Last post: 20/10/2012 
Last comment: 09/12/2013 

Format  The posts primarily include text, occasionally illustrated with photographs. 

Audience data n/a 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 
Blog  “Stuff. stories. interesting things that happen in my daily life” 

Profile  n/a 

Description 
The posts are in the format of the author's diary, in which he relates supposed events in his 
everyday life and his thoughts, many regarding relationships with women. 

Other information -- 

Home page  
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Table 3. Factsheet for the Anticapitalismo666 blog  

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Anticapitalismo666 

Type Blog 

Platform Blogger  

Author Micaelo30  

Characteristics  

Language Spanish 

Source Spain (Source: blog domain ".es”; the content makes reference to Spain) 

Dates 
Last post: 25/04/2016 
Last comment: 24/04/2016 

Format The posts primarily include text illustrated with photographs and occasionally videos. 

Audience data 
508,522 visits (Source: blog) 
The blog also has a section for followers (72) 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 
Blog n/a 

Profile n/a 

Description 
Blog comprising posts by the author expressing his views on various topics including current 
affairs, the influence of the media, film releases, and national gender equality policies. 

Other information 
The blog includes links to the author's Twitter account and three other blogs: Home Cinema HD 
(by the same author), Astillas de realidad ('Slivers of reality'), and La cueva del misógino 
('Misogynist's cave'). 

Home page 
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Table 4. Factsheet for the video Cómo pegar a una mujer en el Islam 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Cómo pegar a una mujer en el Islam ('How to Beat a Woman in Islam') 

Type Video 

Platform YouTube - Algopersonal2006 channel 

Author n/a 

Characteristics  

Language Arabic, Spanish subtitles 

Source n/a 

Dates 
Publication: 02/01/2014 
Last comment: n/a 

Duration 1 min 18 s 

Audience data 
167 views 
106 channel subscriptions 
No comments (Source: YouTube) 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 

YouTube n/a 

Channel n/a 

Author n/a 

Description 
A supposed imam explains in detail the rules that a man who beats his wife should follow (this 
can also be read in the video subtitles). 

Other information 

The video has a start and end card as well as a fixed caption at the bottom left of the screen 
that says "LIBERTOS”. The other videos on the Algopersonal2006 channel are fragments 
from the television programme Libertos on CableVisión's Canal 2 (Argentina), primarily 
comprising news content. The same video appears on the FunshowTube channel. 

Screenshot  
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Table 5. Factsheet for the video Cómo pegar a una mujer en el Islam - Reglas 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Cómo pegar a una mujer en el Islam - Reglas ('How to Beat a Woman in Islam - Rules')     

Type Video 

Platform YouTube - FunshowTube channel 

Author n/a 

Characteristics  

Language Arabic, Spanish subtitles 

Source n/a 

Dates 
Publication: 23/11/2010 
Last comment: “A month ago" (exact date not specified) 

Duration 1 min 10 s 

Audience data 
221,688 views 
3,374 channel subscriptions 
1,283 comments (Source: YouTube) 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 

YouTube 

“A Muslim cleric explains the rules that must be followed in Islam when a man 
wants to beat his wife; obeying god. Although they can hit them, they also have 
their rules because in spite of everything, women are not goods. (Recorded in 
2005 | Original with Spanish subtitles)” 

Channel 

“Company fun channel for our team and our friends! 
All serious companies need a fun channel for their team to avoid "spam joke 
mails". This is that channel. I hope everyone can enjoy the gags, jokes, banned 
ads like social and political controversy” 

Author  n/a 

Description 
A supposed imam explains in detail the rules that a man who beats his wife should follow (this 
can also be read in the video subtitles). 

Other information The same video appears on the Algopersonal2006 channel. 

Screenshot 
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Table 6. Factsheet for the Dominación machista blog 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Dominación machista ('Male domination') 

Type Microblog 

Platform Tumblr 

Author n/a  

Characteristics  

Language Spanish / English 

Source n/a 

Dates Last post: 23/04/2016  

Format 
The posts contain images, some animated (GIF), with a written commentary. Videos are also 
occasionally included. 

Audience data 134,732 visits (Source: Blog) 

Contents  

Content warning   Over 18s only (blog author) 

Introduction 
Blog 

“This movement supports consensual male supremacy within the limits that each 
couple puts on their relationship, the content shown in this group does not aim to 
promote violence but to help many men and women who believe in male domination 
based on traditional roles: men are superior and women are inferior.” 
The "DM philosophy" section adds: 
“OUR MISSION. We were born with the mission of indoctrinating women to be 
inferior devoted to respecting, serving, obeying and following men. We are a 
resource to help all men feel proud of their machismo, using this doctrine to 
dominate and subdue the female or females he has chosen to own. OUR VISION. 
Be in a place where all men and women can find a macho guide to living that allows 
them to recover the value of traditional gender roles, eradicating aberrant beliefs like 
feminist ideals and equality between men and women. WHAT WE BELIEVE IN. We 
believe that men are superior to women: Physically, emotionally, intellectually and in 
all aspects of life. We believe that to fulfil their role in society all males must be 
dominant and all women must be submissive. We believe that all women are born 
with the potential to be a great submissive but the media and aberrations like 
feminism take them away from their true destiny. We believe that the state should 
create laws to rescue women's submission and subject them to men at home, in 
their jobs, in places of study, etc. We believe that all men in a position of authority 
over a woman have the duty and the right to discipline her: Girlfriends, wives, lovers, 
teachers, bosses, tutors, etc. We believe that women are capable only of carrying 
out domestic chores (washing, ironing, cooking, cleaning, serving) and work under 
the supervision of a man. We believe that women are designed to be the property of 
a man without the capacity to make decisions individually and independently. We 
believe it is right to hit women, this should be done frequently and with a severity 
depending on her level of disobedience and rebellion, this form of discipline must 
never infringe on her physical integrity and health but it must be effective in 
correcting misbehaviour. We believe that women do not have the right to decide 
how they serve their partner sexually, men have the right to use their body 
whenever and however they decide and when it does not infringe on her physical 
health and integrity. We believe that our beliefs are always evolving and that 
machismo is the only natural way of life between men and women.” 

Profile  n/a 

Description 

Blog that advocates male superiority in the context of a couple. The publications include 
sexually explicit images, many of women suffering physical violence or with marks of violence. 
There are also comments by the author, often translated into English. These posts alternate 
with questions from blog users about male dominance, with the author's replies.  

Other information 
Numerous Tumblr accounts were found that partially reproduce the contents of this blog. The 
following are included in this report:  
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Field name Content  

 Sin título (Cor5ario) (http://cor5ario.tumblr.com) 

 Don discreto (http://dondiscreto.tumblr.com) 

 Putamierda28 (http://putamierda28.tumblr.com) 

Home page 

 
 

  

http://dondistreto.tumblr.com/
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Table 7. Factsheet for the Don Discreto blog 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Don Discreto (‘Mr Discreet’) 

Type Microblog 

Platform Tumblr 

Author n/a  

Characteristics  

Language Spanish 

Source n/a 

Dates Last post: 22/04/2016 

Format The posts contain images, many animated (GIF), with occasional written content.  

Audience data n/a 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 
Blog “Just a Dominant visually enjoying what he finds round here” 

Profile n/a 

Description 
The blog posts generally include one or more images, many of which are sexually explicit, and 
occasionally texts. They are all posts shared from other blogs, sometimes in other languages.  

Other information Includes content from the blog Dominación machista 

Home page 
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Table 8. Factsheet for the El rincón del macho blog  

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title El rincón del macho ('Macho corner') 

Type Blog 

Platform Blogger 

Author Darth Merovingian  

Characteristics  

Language Spanish  

Source Peru (Source: blog author profile. The ‘Location’ section states La Molina, Lima, Peru) 

Dates 
Last post: 17/08/2014  
Last comment: 25/03/16 

Format The posts primarily include text illustrated with photographs. 

Audience data 551,640 page views (Source: blog)  

Contents  

Content warning  This blog may include content only suitable for adults. (Platform warning) 

Introduction 
Blog 

“Machos of the world, unite! In a frank declining civilization everyone is losing the 
plot and not sticking to their role. Females want to have all kinds of rights and true 
males are harder and harder to find. This blog is a trench to defend and promote the 
rights and duties of both sexes.” 

Profile 
“A macho from earliest childhood, I love to dominate women, and generally to show 
them the clear superiority of men over women” 

Description 

The blog primarily contains texts by the author disseminating a sexist ideology. It also includes 
a news section, a section called "Female of the month”, and another entitled "guest authors" 
with posts from women (supposedly) who support the sexist ideology. All blog contents are 
illustrated with images of women of a sexual or erotic nature. The blog also includes an active 
forum. 

Other information -- 

Home page 
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Table 9. Factsheet for the El lugar al que perteneces blog 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title El lugar al que perteneces ('In your place') 

Type Microblog 

Platform Tumblr 

Author n/a  

Characteristics  

Language Spanish 

Source n/a 

Dates Last post: 25/04/2016  

Format The posts primarily contain images, many animated (GIF), with a brief written comment. 

Audience data n/a 

Contents  

Content warning  Over 18s only (blog author)  

Introduction 
Blog 

“I love bitches who know how to be submissive, who know how to be humiliated, 
who worship their Master. The ones that know their place.” 

Profile  n/a 

Description 
The blog posts include sexually explicit images, some showing women being subject to physical 
violence, with brief written comments by the blog author. Most are publications that are shared 
from other blogs, sometimes in other languages. 

Other information -- 

Home page 
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Table 10. Factsheet for the Falocracia blog 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Falocracia ('Phallocracy') 

Type Blog 

Platform Blogger 

Author n/a  

Characteristics  

Language Spanish  

Source Spain (Source: blog domain ".es”; the content makes reference to Spain) 

Dates 
Last post: 3/02/12 
Last comment: 8/11/15 

Format The posts primarily include text illustrated with one or more photographs.  

Audience data n/a  

Contents  

Content warning  
Some readers of this blog have contacted Google because they believe that the content of this 
site is offensive. (Platform warning) 

Introduction 
Blog 

Under the blog name at the top of the page is the text T_D_S P_T_S (TODAS 
PUTAS, 'all whores')  

Profile n/a 

Description 
The posts contain texts by various authors about women and relationships between men and 
women, illustrated by photographs.  

Other information 
The blog includes links to four blogs, although they are not currently active: STOP Feminazis, 
Ministerio del Equilibrio ('Ministry of Balance'), Putas Total ('Totally whores') and El feminismo 
desvelado ('Feminism unveiled'). 

Home page 
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Table 11. Factsheet for the La Cueva del misógino blog 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title La cueva del misógino ('Misogynist's cave') 

Type Blog 

Platform Blogger 

Author Blackest 

Characteristics  

Language Spanish  

Source Spain (Source: blog author profile, the ‘Location’ states ‘Spain’ and the blog domain is ".es”) 

Dates 
Last post: 17/05/15 
Last comment: 18/04/15 

Format The posts primarily contain text, some with images or videos. 

Audience data 163,046 visits (Source: Blog) 

Contents  

Content warning  No 

Introduction 
Blog 

“Masculinist blog, thoughts about feminism and the advantages and privileges it has 
generated for women and the resulting discrimination and lack of freedom of men.” 

Profile “Masculinist, murcianist and libertarian” 

Description 
Blog with posts in which the author gives his views on national gender equality policies and 
feminism. 

Other information Includes links to the Falocracia and Anticapitalismo666 blogs 

Home page 
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Table 12. Factsheet for the Lolocausto 9. La pareja video 

Field name Content 
 

Identification  

Title Lolocausto 9. La pareja ('The couple') 

Type Video 

Platform YouTube - SHIONAZO channel 

Author n/a 

Characteristics  

Language Spanish 

Source n/a 

Dates 
Publication: 25/04/2009 
Last comment: “4 years ago" (exact date not specified) 

Duration 3 min 58 s 

Audience data 
4,416 views 
52 channel subscriptions 
10 comments (Source: YouTube) 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 

YouTube 
“Video based on Wetamir's work which was removed from youtube and I've 
uploaded again because I found them somewhere else ;)” 

Channel n/a 

Author n/a 

Description 
Video with a male voiceover who gives his views on women and relationships between men 
and women. The video is illustrated with photos of an erotic nature of various women. 

Other information 

This video is part of a series of ten videos, entitled Lolocausto. According to numerous 

comments on YouTube and various blogs and Internet forums, they were originally created by 
someone using the alias Wetamir, who wrote many of the posts on the Falocracia blog. 
The YouTube channel "SHIONAZO" includes videos on a range of topics, primarily hate 
speech towards women, including 6 of the 10 videos in the Lolocausto series. 

Screenshot 
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Table 13. Factsheet for the Lolocausto 10. La manera de pensar femenina video 

Field name Content 
 

Identification  

Title Lolocausto 10. La manera de pensar femenina ('Women's way of thinking') 

Type Video 

Platform YouTube – Dea cuadros channel  

Author n/a 

Characteristics  

Language Spanish 

Source n/a 

Dates 
Publication: 10/03/2012 
Last comment: “2 months ago" (exact date not specified) 

Duration 7 min 51 s 

Audience data 
1,413 views 
26 channel subscriptions 
4 comments (Source: YouTube) 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 

YouTube 
“Tenth episode, with dialogues from the great maestro Wetamir. We can't let this 
great work fall into oblivion.” 

Channel n/a 

Author n/a 

Description 
Video with a male voiceover who gives his views on how women think. The video is illustrated 
with photos of an erotic nature of various women. 

Other information 

This video is part of a series of ten videos, entitled Lolocausto. According to numerous 

comments on YouTube and various blogs and Internet forums, they were originally created by 
someone using the alias Wetamir, who wrote many of the posts on the Falocracia blog. 
The YouTube channel "Dea cuadros" includes mostly home videos of the author's holidays 
and trips, among which is the second video in the Lolocausto series. 

Screenshot 
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Table 14. Factsheet for the Pegar a la mujer en el Islam-Islamophobia-Fadel Solieman 
video 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Pegar a la mujer en el Islam-Islamofobia-Fadel Solieman ('Beating a woman in Islam') 

Type Video 

Platform YouTube - Conociendo el Islam Y Musulmanes channel ('Getting to know Islam and Muslims') 

Author n/a 

Characteristics  

Language Arabic, Spanish subtitles 

Source n/a 

Dates 
Publication: 08/09/2012 
Last comment: “Two years ago" (exact date not specified) 

Duration 11 min 3 s 

Audience data 
508 views 
443 channel subscriptions 
3 comments (Source: YouTube) 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 

YouTube n/a 

Channel 

“FREE Islam books sent anywhere in the world, in several languages if you want 
to get them you just have to send your full data (name, address, post code, city 
and country): dawalatinoamerica@hotmail.com 
http://www.facebook.com/islamymuslim http://www.islamymuslim.blogspot.com/ 
http://toyorjanna.blogspot.com/ http://islamudini.blogspot.com/” 

Author  n/a 

Description 

Video in which a man who identifies himself as Fadel Solieman explains his interpretation of a 
verse from the Quran which, according to the author, describes the ways and circumstances 
in which a man can beat his spouse. Solieman shows a tool called a miswak, which he says is 
for lightly beating the woman.  

Other information 

The channel "Conociendo el Islam y Musulmanes" includes other videos in which authors give 

their views on various aspects of Islam, such as "Discrimination against women in Islam -
Islamophobia - Fadel", "Amr Jalled The works that please Allah" and "Islamophobia-Fadel 
Solieman-the veil (The Hijab)” 

Screenshot 
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Table 15. Factsheet for the Putamierda28 blog 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Putamierda28 

Type Microblog 

Platform Tumblr 

Author n/a  

Characteristics  

Language Spanish 

Source n/a 

Dates Last post: 23/04/16  

Format The posts contain one or more images, many animated (GIF), with a brief written comment.   

Audience data n/a 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 
Blog n/a 

Profile n/a 

Description 
The blog posts include one or more images of sexually explicit content, some showing acts of 
physical violence against women, with comments from the author. They are all posts shared 
from other blogs, sometimes in other languages. 

Other information Includes content from the blog Dominación machista  

Home page 
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Table 16. Factsheet for the Sin título (Cor5ario) blog 

Field name Content  

Identification  

Title Sin título (Cor5ario) 

Type Microblog 

Platform Tumblr 

Author n/a  

Characteristics  

Language n/a 

Source n/a 

Dates Last post: 16/04/2016 

Format The posts primarily include images and videos with a written comment. 

Audience data n/a 

Contents  

Content warning  No  

Introduction 
Blog n/a 

Profile n/a 

Description 

The blog posts contain images or videos of sexually explicit content, some showing women 
being subject to physical violence or with marks of violence, with written comments. They are all 
posts shared from other blogs, sometimes in other languages. The blog author does not make 
his own comments. 

Other information Most of the content comes from the blog Dominación machista 

Home page 
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7. Analysis  

 

Content that may include an element of violence against women has been broken 

down into: 

 

a) Content that incites or justifies violence against women 

b) Content that trivialise violence against women 

c) Content that conveys misogynist messages, or is abusive or objectifies women 

d) Content that discredits women 

 

 

7.1 Incitement and/or justification of violence against women 

 

This section includes examples of content that may incite violence against women in its 

many forms (physical, psychological and sexual) and spheres (private and public), or 

that justify it as a practice. 

 

 YouTube videos Cómo pegar a una mujer en el Islam and Cómo pegar a una 

mujer en el Islam-Reglas (‘How to Beat a Woman in Islam’ and ‘How to Beat a 

Woman in Islam-Rules’) 

 

Video found on two YouTube channels with slightly different titles but identical content.  

 

This is a video in Arabic with Spanish subtitles, in which a supposed imam explains in 

detail the rules that a man who beats his wife should follow. The subtitles say: 

 

“If the husband wants to use blows to treat his wife he should never do it in front 

of the children. It must be just between him and her. And he must do it under the 

following conditions: He must not make her bleed or leave bruises, not hit her 

in the face or other sensitive parts of the body. As we have said, the 

limitations on beating are: he must not make her bleed from the blows, not 

break any bones, not hit her in the face and not cause bruises. If the husband 

breaks these rules, he will be breaking the laws of Allah. If she is injured, the 

husband is responsible for what he has done. Because women are not goods. He 

cannot do what he wants to her. If the wife forgives the husband, it does not mean 

that Allah will do the same on Judgement Day.” 
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 Dominación machista ('Male domination') blog 

 

An individual claiming to be a female follower of the blog asks whether there should be 

limits on the corporal punishments that men give their partners. The blog author replies 

with a set of instructions: 

 

“Of course there are limits, corporal punishment must be safe, that is why 

smacking the bottom is one of the best ways to discipline because it's a part of the 

body where there is no risk of severe injury, another thing to remember is that we 

are talking about slapping not punching, you should never hit with a closed fist 

or a heavy object and the parts of the body you slap should be limited to: click 

here.” (The text links to the image below). 
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 Don Discreto ('Mr Discreet') blog 

 

The author publishes a post from the Dominación machista blog which justifies 

physically punishing women and explains how to go about it: 

 

“Hitting women is necessary, they know it and all males know it, however it's 

important when you hit that all males make sure they don't permanently injure her, 

the best places to hit are the buttocks and thighs but from time to time you 

have to give them a slap, always with an open hand or your palm with a leather 

instrument or wooden ruler. The severity and duration of the punishment depend 

on the type of error and her attitude when she is punished.” 

 

Another post, also taken from the Dominación machista blog, condones use of physical 

violence against women in both the couple and the public sphere: 

 

“A spanking always helps women to remember their place, to be obedient and 

humble. We are for a world where all women are disciplined in this way, by 

their partners, bosses, police, etc.” 

 

 

 El lugar al que perteneces ('In your place') blog  

 

One of the posts shares content from another blog, with an animated image showing a 

man physically and sexually assaulting a woman. There is also a comment describing 

the images and advocating this type of conduct. The author of the blog adds his own 

comment in support: 

 

“What you call the full package: Throat fucked hard, a good smack so your 

bitch will go back to reality and not miss a single feeling of being used, and spit 

in her face. The full package. I'll buy it. I'll definitely buy it. 

 

In your place: your mouth fucked, your face spat in, your tits bruised, getting 

slapped…” 
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 El rincón del macho ('Macho corner') blog  

 

This blog includes several posts proposing that men physically punish women. For 

instance, in a post entitled ‘¿Qué hacer cuando la hembra engaña al macho?’ (‘What 

should you do when a female cheats on a male?’), the author explains how a man 

should react to an unfaithful woman. The tips include using physical, sexual and 

psychological violence: 

 

“Now if the female you care about in any way, the little bitch that cheated on you, 

you should show her, with all the severity that implies, who is boss at home. Going 

out is obviously banned temporarily, and gifts and consideration stopped until 

further notice. But above all, you should take the palm of your hand, or a good 

bit of wood or a stick, and every day for at least a week apply a severe 

corrective measure, at least fifty slaps (or beatings) always followed by the 

right amount of gratitude from the female for us taking care of her education. 

After punishing her force her to satisfy your needs, but make sure she gets 

no pleasure from it, that is also part of the punishment. Use her anus without 

lubricant, her saliva is enough, force her to clean your cock after using it. Be 

creative you know what she doesn't like and do it all. We also recommend 

humiliating her, just like she did you, maybe invite her best friends and their 

husbands round and force her to dress like a cheap prostitute and wear make up 

like a clown. […] Make it obvious she's a slut. During the gathering you should do 

two things mainly, touch her up all the time to clearly show she is a slut and give 

her orders all the time using derogatory language, if she makes a mistake don't 

hesitate to reproach her strongly in front of everyone. You can repeat this as many 

times as necessary until the message has got into her little female brain. So two 

things, punishment and humiliation, both as a direct consequence of her bad 

behaviour […].” 

 

In the post entitled ‘Cuando el Macho no educa a su mujer’ (‘When the male does not 

educate his woman’), the author claims that several women have contacted him to ask 

for advice because their male partners refuse to give them physical punishment. The 

author gives several pieces of advice justifying the routine use of physical violence 

against women to correct their supposed "bad behaviour”: 

 

“So let's look at some practical tips for little women to have the red ass they so 

badly need: […] 
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There are men who although they are males, that is: they can name three colours 

at the most, they like football and a good boxing match, they go out partying with 

their mates and they work hard for their family. Men very manly but they don't 

know how to punish their partner, that have never imagined giving her a 

good belting. This problem has a solution if the female makes every effort to solve 

it. The most simple way is that you force him to punish you, you show him 

that the punishment helped to educate you, and, above all, you don't resent 

him for it, but actually you're grateful for the lesson he gave you. If your man 

doesn't get it propose an agreement as if it was a game, like look honey if I don't 

wash the clothes properly you spank me on the ass 10 times ok? Maybe I'll learn 

and obviously the next washing is a disaster and you remind him he has to punish 

you. 

 

Lastly there are all those men who believe, thanks to all the feminist 

campaigns, that giving a female her just deserts is a vile act. They know what 

punishment is in theory, and very often they want to apply it, but they don't dare, 

today's feminist society has managed to brainwash them and convince them 

that it's wrong. So it's up to the female to show that she knows she deserves 

punishment and she is willing to receive it to improve her behaviour. […] In 

this case they can suggest the idea, never impose, a devout and submissive 

female must never impose anything, of home rules with corresponding 

punishments, more than in the previous cases which was more about teaching 

the man, in this case it's just about opening the gates and letting his machismo 

flow, females that use this method will see how creative we men can be to 

punish them.”  

 

 Falocracia ('Phallocracy') blog  

 

The fixed column on the right of the blog page shows various comments, including one 

that justifies using violence against women: 

 

“It is public knowledge that optimal performance of a woman in the kitchen is 

achieved with a hot face and tears on her cheeks.”  

 

In a post entitled ‘Neutral Malvado & Saca al tarado' (‘Neutral Evil & Take out the 

nutter’), the author suggests that many women like violent men: 
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“This idea of making people believe against all the odds that thugs, pimps, 

assertive-agressives, violent men, etc. turn them on but not very much, just 

enough to get a poke, is linked to another of these strange feminine characters that 

is pretending a total disconnection between cause and consequence, especially in 

the moral field which is one of the most muddle for her. 

A very large proportion of women are turned on by these guys, with their full 

package of attitude, big talk and rough stuff. Their pussies drip and their 

knickers take on a life of their own wanting to leave them because they think that 

it's all part of the unique, personal and non-transferable show staged for her: "He 

struts his stuff for me", "He shows off to get my attention", "he smashed that guy's 

face in because I'm his female and he looked at me", "he breaks my ass with 

violence cos I'm his". Women ARE turned on by these guys because as usual 

they think they can get everything for free and they happily get into this type 

of relationship because of their typical childishness […].” 

 

 La cueva del misógino ('Misogynist's cave') blog  

 

In a post entitled ‘Confesiones de una niñata follamalotes’ (‘Confessions of a stupid girl 

who fucks bad boys’), the author criticises a comment on Tuenti by an underage girl 

about the type of man she likes and claims that women are attracted to violent men 

and abusers: 

“Let's face it, no teenage slut likes guys who appreciate and value them, they like 

the bad boys, it's nothing new, the new thing is that she's proud and crying out 

to be fucked, kicked in the cunt and dumped on a piece of waste ground, she 

wants a son of a bitch that looks like a scuzzy little gypsy criminal to fuck her a 

thousand times and release the slut she has inside and fill her with juice from his 

balls, to involve her in all the trouble and dodgy shit that he's involved in, 

with a bit of luck they'll both get a good smacking, and lastly she wants a 

man who'll abuse her, just as it is, who'll control and abuse her, the little 

sluts love this shit about the abused angel, they want a guy who slaps them 

hard from time to time..” 
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 YouTube video ‘Pegar a la mujer en el Islam-Islamofobia-Fabel Solieman’ 

(‘Beating a woman in Islam-Islamophobia-Fabel Solieman’)  

 

Video in Arabic with Spanish subtitles in which a man explains his interpretation of a 

verse from the Quran which, according to him, describes the ways and circumstances 

in which a man can beat his spouse. The man shows a tool called a miswak, which he 

says is for gently beating women. The subtitles say: 

 

“And here Allah said: “hit them (or beat them)!" The Prophet Muhammed (PB) told 

us that Ibn Abbas was an expert in interpreting the Quran and Ibn Abbas tells us 

this ayah. He says that if a man beats a woman he has to use a miswak (used as a 

toothbrush) 

-What's a miswak?! 

-Here is my miswak. This is the miswak and it has to be used delicately and not to 

hurt her and not break any bones and not leave marks or wounds and not in the 

face because the aim here is not physical but psychological. So, the aim of using 

the miswak to hit your wife (without causing pain or injury) is to show your wife that 

her husband has got very serious after such a long time without any contact 

(marital relations) So, first: admonish the woman, second: leave her alone in her 

bed and then, if none of that works, then the man can use the miswak as a warning 

without causing injuries or wounds. Also, the man can shake his wife by the 

shoulders without using the miswak. And I asked the European women: “if your 

husband decided to leave you now, what would you rather, that he sends the 

divorce papers through a policeman, you open the front door and find a policeman 

there with your divorce papers, or would you rather he warned you beforehand?!” 

-She replied: “I would rather he warned me”. I asked her: “How would you rather he 

warned you, physically or verbally?!” She said: “that he shook me by the 

shoulders”. I said: “So you would rather have corporal treatment if verbal doesn't 

work as a warning before getting divorced?!” She said: “Of course, because if he 

does that, it'll help me realise that things have got serious because maybe he 

decides to leave me at the same time as I decide to start behaving differently.”  
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 Putamierda28 blog 

 

One of the posts, shared from another blog, comprises several moving images that 

show women being physically and sexually assaulted, alongside a comment that 

justifies violence against women. The author of the blog adds a comment of his own 

underneath, comparing women to animals: 

 

“Physical and verbal violence, abuse and humiliation. The only language our 

whores understand.” (Comment by another user.) 

To put it another way, "correct use of an animal”. (Comment by the blog author) 

 

In another post, shared from the Dominación machista blog, the author shows a picture 

of a woman who has signs of having suffered physical violence. A sentence next to the 

image, supposedly sent by a female user of the blog, justifies violence against women. 

There is also a second comment next to the photo reaffirming the message of the text: 

 

“All women need a good spanking from time to time probably because we all 

want to be dominated by a male”. Ale. Send in your sentence. 

#Submissioniswoman. 

 

“A #submissivethought sent by Ale and it is true ALL need a good spanking…”  

 

A third post, shared from another blog, shows several moving images in which a 

woman is apparently being sexually abused by a man. There are three comments next 

to the images: one in English; one in Spanish in which a user condones the abuse 

supposedly shown in the images, and one by the blog author that describes women as 

animals: 

 

“In the end she still gave me what I wanted. 

 

Men always get what they want so don't resist, accept it with resignation and 

make sure he stays satisfied with you or the next time you come home he'll have 

another whore in his bed. 

 

That's how you treat animals, however you want” 

 

A fourth post, also shared from another blog, says that all men would like to use 

physical and sexual violence against women: 
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“This is reality. Make no pretence sluts, in every man there's a hidden pervert 

who would rape and hit you in a second, if it wasn't for the rigid rules in our 

society. Don't forget that every man you pass in the street, at work or at school is 

imagining you naked, imagining being on top of your body, physically and 

mentally abusing you, destroying every last bit of innocence you might still have. 

However dirty and obscene your thoughts are, they'll never be as depraved as a 

man when he wants to be. […]” 

 

 

 Sin Título (cor5ario) blog 

 

One of the posts, shared from the Dominación machista blog, justifies physical and 

psychological violence against women: 

 

“Beating women is always necessary but not always enough, put her in the 

corner or facing the wall after punishment so the message is recorded in her mind, 

remember that women's brains are more limited and their thoughts are ruled by 

emotions so punishment should not just be physical but also emotional to 

make them understand their mistake and how to correct their behaviour.” 

 

A second post also shared from the Dominación machista blog shows a photo of a 

naked woman tied to a pole next to the door of a building with a man looking at her. 

The comment alongside it states that if a woman is unfaithful, her punishment should 

be physical and sexual violence: 

“In a macho world unfaithful women would be tied to a post in front of their 

house inviting any men who pass by to rape or whip her for a few days, if her 

master or husband forgives her she will live as a slave for years and will not be 

allowed to wear clothes indoors or outdoors.” 
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7.2 Trivialisation of violence against women 

 

This section includes content that falls within discourse that trivialises violence against 

women, either by treating it as a normal or natural or by contextualising or minimising 

the numbers of victims. 

 

We will firstly look at content that trivialises violence against women by treating it 

as natural. Below are transcriptions of a few examples: 

 

 El rincón del macho ('Macho corner') blog  

 

In a post entitled ‘Día Internacional de Lucha contra la Violencia de Género’ 

('International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women'), the author defends 

men's violent nature: 

 

“The issue is very serious; we men are being accused, among so many things, of 

being barbaric, violent, repressive, tyrannical, murders, rapists, torturers, despots, 

just to mention a few. Campaigns are carried out that liken machismo to murdering. 

We machos are terrible, we are the social problem that should be attacked and that 

it is politically correct to distance yourself from. Obviously we deserve being 

branded as mad and depraved, being judged as barbaric and violent, being 

disrespected as brutal and wild. We machos are the most vile scum of all Society 

[...]  

So let's understand that violence and competing are part of our genetic 

makeup, trying to repress that is to castrate men and make them into pacifist 

eunuchs. I do not believe at all that it's ok to go around shouting, fighting and 

kicking off, but I also think that it's not ok at all to deny our male essence. 

Mother Nature made us violent and competitive for an extremely powerful 

reason: the survival of the human species. Males that are competitive, self-

confident, and unequivocally violent are the ones that get the females and 

have more offspring. What's more, the more testosterone we receive as foetuses, 

ie the more masculine we are, the more physiological characteristics we develop 

that make us more attractive to females; prominent chin, broad jaw, facial 

symmetry, developed muscles. […] Let's leave it there on the reasons why we 

males are violent, in summary it is natural, it's in our genes and Mother 

Nature judges what is right for the survival of both the male and his female, 

their offspring and the species in general.” 
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In a post entitled ‘El Rincón del Macho replies to Ignacia’, the author reacts to a 

supposed female user who addresses some of the claims made in the blog and who 

thinks it is right for men to use corporal punishment on their partners. The author of the 

blog agrees with this: 

 

“Let's start with what we liked about the comment. Ignacia's words are formal and 

respectful at all times. She even concludes that a male can punish his female (if 

it is with mutual consent she says) and moreover, spanking women on the 

bottom is not serious because it is not a delicate part of the body. A woman 

who believes she can be punished by her male, whatever the prior consent, 

is a female who understands, or at least senses, what is right about the 

procedure.” 

 

Content was also found that trivialises the statistics of cases of violence against 

women in Spain: 

 

 Falocracia ('Phallocracy') blog  

 

In the post entitled ‘La invasión de los ladrones de cuerpos. Part 2 by Various Artist’ 

(‘The invasion of body robbers. Part 2 by Various Artist’), the author plays down 

violence against women in Spain and says that the number of victims is manipulated: 

 

“(…) Spain is one of the countries in the world where there is least abuse of 

women. If we compare the 30-40 deaths caused by Spanish men every year to 

4,000 deaths in road traffic accidents or even better 160,000 cancer victims 

every year you can see that it's a silly little number. Furthermore, there are no 

statistics on the number of men abused or disrespected or murdered by hired 

killers that their wives or girlfriends pay. (…) This leads me to a few conclusions: 

- The figures are obviously manipulated to take REVENGE on men because 

history is full of men's names (...) who have done great things like make empires, 

invent, experiment, philosophise... because they can't STAND it. 

- These manipulated figures come in handy to highlight a problem that isn't 

as big as it seems and that comes in handy to DIVERT attention from other 

problems that could put politicians out of a job like terrorism, unemployment, 

rampant corruption, inefficiency, unnecessary military spending on foreign 

operations... 

- There are direct benefits of these campaigns. Loads of associations that get 

grants and subsidies that we all pay for and that share out the pie more 
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comfortably. It's better to go and sit in an office and write pamphlets against men 

at 9 in the morning than getting up to go to a factory at 4 like we've always done. 

(…)” 

 

 

7.3 Content that conveys misogynist messages or is abusive or objectifies 

women  

 

This section includes content that treats women abusively, either through language or 

other means, and that conveys misogynist messages, tacitly or implicitly.  

 

 

7.3.1 Use of abusive language  

 

We found numerous examples of abusive language towards women: 

 

 Anecdotario de Rufus (Rufus's stories) blog 

 

In many blog posts the author uses abusive language towards women. For example, in 

a post entitled ‘Chavales de ahora, os compadezco y envidio a la vez’ (‘Lads of today, I 

envy and pity you at the same time’), he states:  

 

“Tonight I was talking to my friends about how lucky the lads of today are, like your 

generation (16-20 let's say). Fuck, the women are all beautiful (well almost all...of 

course). You've got some top birds (...) You've got an incredible average of chicks. 

But... What whores!!!!!!!!! It's beyond belief what whores your birds are. In my 

day if a 15 year old bird posted photos like the ones you see on the internet now, 

she'd be put on the bonfire, thrown out of the family, condemned even by her 

fucking mother as a slut. Nowadays Jennifer posts photos in her knickers like all 

her friends, cheats on her boyfriend with the first little buff shit that she finds, talks 

like a miner 35 years ago, doesn't care if she's having an ice cream or sucking a 

dick, just wants money and if that's not the case it's because she's expecting to get 

it indirectly, T_d_s p_t_s [all whores] never had as much meaning (...) Summary: 

Birds today are more whores than La Veneno [a famous Spanish transsexual].” 

 

In the post ‘Casi mato a una tía 2 veces’ (‘I almost killed a bird twice’), the author 

again uses abusive language about women. He states: 
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 “(…) Summary: A w_h_r_ got behind my car when I was reversing and started 

threatening and insulting me (…)”  

[INCLUDES A DRAWING BY THE BLOG AUTHOR] 

“In the drawing: Green: my car. Red: reverse. Black: W_H_R_. Brown: The 
W_H_R_'s hair 

Grey: miles and miles of road that the W_H_R_ had to cross. What do you reckon? 

I know, I'm an artist with Paintshop.” 

The last example is from the post ‘Percance con una Pijizorra’ (‘Run in with a 

poshbitch’) in which the author describes another traffic dispute with a woman, who he 

insults as follows:  

“PS: All whores, obviously. PS2: No, I'm not gonna fuck her; but I'd give her one 

from behind to teach her a lesson about her stupid posh ways. (…) PS4: There are 

no photos of the poshbitch, I couldn't.” 

 

 Anticapitalismo666 blog 

 

In the post ‘15M: Gracias a todas’ (‘15M: thanks everyone’) the author repeatedly uses 

abusive language towards women, particularly those who express feminist beliefs: 

 

“What a 'surprise' when I turned on the news just now on La Sexta and I see at the 

'gatherin' [sic] at Sol last night, some girl says to everyone before leaving... 

"Thanks everyone" [using as the generic the feminine form 'todas' instead of the 

masculine form 'todos'] (not "todos" like you say in Spanish, or even "todas y 

todos" like the subnormal feminists say, no no). (…) And the most pathetic thing 

is that after this Feminazi Whore (there's no other name for it) or maybe there 

is, this dyke piece of shit (that's better isn't it?) INSULTS all the blokes that 

were there (the majority) nobody says a WORD. Nobody pulls her up, nobody 

protests. She calls them all QUEERS (a lot of them probably are, let's face it) and 

nobody is bothered. (…) Who are you trying to fool idiots? You show yourselves 

up on your own. Your feminazi language that is offensive towards men 

OUTRAGES me, whore.” 

 

 Falocracia ('Phallocracy') blog  

 

The text at the top of the blog says: ‘T_D_S P_T_S’ (‘TODAS PUTAS’) (‘ALL WHORES’) 
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The fixed column on the right of the blog page shows various abusive comments about 

women, such as: 

 

”They're not all calculating bitches, the rest are empty-headed.” 

 

“You shout WHORE in the street and they're all tempted to turn their head.” 

 

“There can be no equality because it would only benefit all those selfish using 

empty bitches.” 

 

Many other blog posts also contain abusive comments about women: 

 

In the post ‘Wetamir XXXV. Envejecéis’ (‘Wetamir XXXV. You're getting old’): 

 

“It really fucks women off to get old much more than men, that makes them bitter 

old whores. (...) A man builds on his experience and his life is what makes him, a 

woman is what she can get from how nice her tits are. Men have to do 

everything from when they're kids cos that's how the fucking world is. They only 

earn respect by doing better than others. Making money, standing out, 

prospering... A woman is much more parasitic. (...) Then they go on about 

machismo and that we're the bad guys, but their aspirations are insultingly tight 

and nobody says a word.” 

 

In the post ‘Wetamir XXXIII. Medusa, la Gorgona' (‘Wetamir XXXIII. Medusa, the 

Gorgon’): 

 

“Pick up a bird's magazine and read the crazy shit that celebrities say about 

pushing a foetus out their pussy. (…) "Being a mother changes everything, I have 

different priorities now". Run a mile when a woman you know says something like 

that, run because what's coming is the metamorphosis of the common bitch 

into Gorgon the destroyer of worlds. These whores go from being single 

super bitches to complete super-destructive nutters.” 
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Lastly, the post ‘Falocrata V – La imagen de la verdad’ (‘Falocrata V - The image of the 

truth’): 

 

 

 

 La cueva del misógino ('Misogynist's cave') blog  

 

In the post ‘Confesiones de una niñata follamalotes’ (‘Confessions of a stupid girl who 

fucks bad boys’), the author repeatedly refers to women and girls in degrading terms: 

 

“So I was feeling a bit nosy and poking around in the pigsty of bitches and little 

jocks that is Tuenti when I come across the Tuenti of whatever bitch, who I added 

on a false account I created recently. In her webcam photos the bird looks like a 

little cock-sucking bitch, I can't show the photos because the pussy laws ban 

showing the image of a 15 year old minor without her consent and her name 

and surname (...)”  
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7.3.2 Messages that are abusive to women and/or objectify them 

 

Content was also found that includes messages that are abusive to women and/or 

objectify them: 

 

 El lugar al que perteneces ('In your place') blog  

 

Several blog posts contain abusive messages towards women. Some pictures show 

women being treated as objects: 
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Another post provides a message supposedly written by a ‘submissive’ woman 

describing how she likes the abuse that she is subject to from her ‘owner’ and which 

the blog's author had proposed. He replies that he is pleased to see women being 

treated as objects and humiliated in the manner described: 

  

“My Master granted me the privilege of tasting my own derogation on two 

occasions, one in my bitch's bowl and the other licking his cum off a dirty sock 

illustrating the suggestion of Sir humiliator. Thanks Owner. 

Reply: 

I'm delighted to contribute to your derogation and use as an object. I'm 

pleased to see that you properly understand what you are, what your 

purpose is and what your place is. Regards to your Owner and a spit in your 

bitch face.” 

 

 

 El lugar al que perteneces ('In your place') blog  

 

The blog includes a post with a photo of a woman cleaning the floor with a brush she is 

holding in her mouth. The blog author expresses his satisfaction in a comment next to 

the image: 

 

“In your place: You don't want to get the mop out? No problem... there are other 

ways of cleaning the floor...” 

 

Another post again provides a message supposedly written by a ‘submissive’ woman 

describing how she likes the abuse that she is subject to from her ‘owner’: 

 

“After reading the humiliator's suggestion, my Master decided to take away all my 

privileges, degrading me to the most basic condition of an object. I'm not 

allowed to speak except to answer my Owner, to beg if he orders me to or to thank 

him. I can't eat until He says so, with the only exception of his semen, which I have 

to lick wherever it falls or wherever my Master says. I can't use any furniture, I have 

to sit waiting in a corner on the floor. If I have basic physical needs I can hold it 

until walk time and go in the street or ask permission to use the cat litter tray. I am 

a simple object to use, a hot damp meat toy, nothing else, until the end of my 

use I will be treated according to that condition.” 

 

Another post, shared from a blog written in English, includes a photograph of a woman 

with a penis in her mouth, the word ‘slut’ written in English on her body and a hand 
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making an obscene gesture towards her. There are two comments from other users 

next to the image, one in English and another in Spanish, in favour of humiliating 

women. The author of the blog adds the comment: 

 

“Giving the chink the respect she deserves. Worthless cunt. 

  

With men who get their pleasure using and humiliating...Just open your little mouth 

and put up with it like a shit, you can cry when you get home. 

 

In your place: understanding and accepting the situation” 

 

Another post, shared from a blog written in French, includes a photograph of a woman 

lying next to a bin. The comment under the image written in French describes the 

woman as ‘just one more object’, while a second comment by the blog author 

describes the woman as ‘waste’: 

 

 

“Un objet parmi d’autres... 

 

In your place: with the rest of the rubbish after it's been used” 
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 Putamierda28 blog 

 

One of the posts shares an image that compares a woman to an object, alongside a 

text that reiterates this. 

 

 

“Travelling is always a pain but you can't leave anything behind that you will need.” 

 

7.3.3 Misogynistic messages 

 

Examples of explicit misogynistic messages. 

 

 La cueva del misógino ('Misogynist's cave') blog  

 

In a post entitled ‘Misoginia y antiestatismo’ (‘misogyny and anti-stateism’) the author 

legitimises and justifies hatred of women: 

 

“Is it legitimate to hate women? Yes, hatred of women or any collective is 

legitimate, hating your neighbour is also legitimate, hating dogs is legitimate, 

hating is legitimate, although it's one thing to hate your neighbour (legitimate) and a 

very different one to go and shoot him (illegitimate). (...) is it bad (morally 

speaking) to hate women? No, of course not, not only is it not bad but it's 

also healthy, hatred is a feeling of a reaction to an action. It's pretty normal for 

certain individuals (and I would really like it if all men or at least a majority were 
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misogynists) from an oppressed group (men in this case) to hate their oppressor 

(women and the state in this case), it's not only normal but also a symptom of 

being emotional healthy. […] I can only feel happiness when something bad 

happens to a woman, and I hate women at the end of the day, women defend 

their position of privilege and therefore my position of underdog, with 

everything that entails, when women defend their position of privilege they 

are defending, inciting and indirectly causing men's suffering.” 

 

In the post ‘Confesiones de una niñata follamalotes’ (‘Confessions of a stupid girl who 

fucks bad boys’) the author concludes expressing his hatred of young women: 

“This degeneration of sluts born from the second half of the 90s onwards is worth 

fuck all, not even as sperm deposits. They are pure shit. They deserve to 

suffer.” 

 

7.4 Discrediting women 

 

This section includes the content that systematically discredits women, such as 

discourse proclaiming women's inferiority or in favour of curtailing or refusing women's 

rights (right to freedom, education, vote, etc.). 

 

 Anticapitalismo666 blog 

 

In the post entitled ‘No me desautorices’ (‘Don't discredit me’) the author questions 

women's authority: 

 

“In a country where cops, firemen, security guards, teachers and doctors are the 

authority ... a two caste society is created. Some have authority and the rest are 

their slaves. Rome 2.0. But if feminazis say "DON'T DISCREDIT ME..." it means 

they think they're an authority as well. The seeds are being sown. Before long 

women will also be the authority. At the end of the day they've had more working 

and legal rights than any bloke for years. So be prepared, by around 2017 women 

will be the Authority. West Korea.” 

 

 Dominación machista ('Male domination') blog 

 

In a blog post the author defends male superiority and the limitation of women's rights, 

including the right to vote and buy property: 
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“Women's education in machismo would start at 18, before that the only thing 

would be the importance of traditional family values, restricted use of the internet 

and social media which is out of control […]. When they are 18 and go to 

university the whole university paradigm would change with classes on 

housekeeping, sexual orientation, male superiority compulsory for all women, 

the structure of rights would change with limits on voting, buying property, 

compulsory corporal discipline in all homes, university and work places.” 

 

In another post in response to a user's question about the right to vote, the author once 

again questions women's right to vote: 

 

“You've raised an interesting concept, a lot of people believe that to be entitled to 

vote you should meet certain requisites like being over 18, having passed at least 

primary and secondary education, not having been found guilty of a serious crime, 

no overdue taxes could be a few, but the most important in an ideal society is 

definitely that to be able to vote you should be a man, this would take our 

dear women's simple minds away from politics or things that require thinking 

and analysis so they can focus on simpler stuff, more on the home and the family 

like attending to their males. Let's back this beautiful initiative from various 

women on this blog. #WomenShouldNotVote” 

 

 Don Discreto ('Mr Discreet') blog 

 

One blog post questions women's intellectual capacity, relegating them to a limited set 

of professions and always under the supervision of a man: 

 

“Women's reality is that their role is to be a housewife and serve her family, but in 

an age when it's apparently impossible to have a world in which women don't work 

their duty is to take on posts that match their intellectual capacity and 

vocation to serve like: secretary, maid, personal assistant, receptionist or any 

other where she is always supervised by a man.” 

 

Another post includes an image about men's superiority over women, which states: 

‘Reblog if you believe in the superiority and authority of all men over all women’: 
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 El rincón del macho ('Macho corner') blog  

 

In his profile, the author of the blog endorses men's superiority over women, stating: 

‘About. Darth Merovingian. A macho from earliest childhood, I love to dominate women, 

and generally to show them the clear superiority of men over women. See full profile.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

In the post entitled ‘¿Quieres ser una mujer feliz?’ (‘Do you want to be a happy 

woman?’), the author argues for men's superiority over women, claiming that men 

have to educate and discipline them: 
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“These are the options when it comes to females, although in honour of the truth 

we must admit that giving yourself over to a male can also be a difficult, complex 

and even painful task. A male that understands the feminine essence, knows that 

he is responsible for educating his female, that the weight of having to 

subdue and mould her falls on his shoulders, that he is in charge of handing 

out the discipline that females, who are disobedient by nature, need so 

often.”  

 

 Falocracia ('Phallocracy') Blog  

 

In the post ‘Neutral Malvado XII. El monstruo de la sexualidad femenina’ (‘Neutral 

Evil XII. The Monster of Feminine Sexuality’), the author questions women's right 

to sexual freedom and lists a number of negative consequences: 

 

“[...] by educating women in the idea that their sexuality is free, they fall into 

the clutches of the most primitive instincts, they regress to a state of 

mammalian females from the precultural and precivilization age. So the 

desired male stops being a friendly and productive man (provider of resources) and 

becomes an aggressive pimp (stud). The woman is stupefied, animalised, 

becomes more female than ever. The consequence of this is: massive rise in 

abortions, single mothers, basically becoming third world. [...] Uncontrolled 

female sexuality is a destroyer of families. A married male can let his sexuality 

run wild visiting prostitutes or fucking his secretary, but he will never stop loving his 

wife or blow up the foundations of his home or family. The male knows how to 

separate genital matters from emotions or the family. On the contrary, if a 

married woman lets her sexuality run wild and has an affair, because she 

doesn't know how to separate genital matters from emotions, she will 

destroy her family, divorce her husband, depriving their children of the father 

figure, seriously traumatising their children, her husband, her parents, and 

even her lover and herself. Why the fuck do you think there's always been a 

double standard that gives men more sexual freedom than women? Because if we 

give women sexual freedom, it's a massive chaos. The decline of the west 

has a lot to do with the sexual liberation of women (drop in the birth rate, more 

divorces, families torn apart, children badly raised because there is no father 

figure, Muslim invasions, excessive consumerism, the rise of the Chinese giant, 

etc.)” 
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 Video Lolocausto 9: La pareja ('The couple')  

 

The voiceover on this video delivers a speech that discredits women, claiming their 

moral, intellectual and social inferiority by nature. It also claims that men have a 

duty to put women in their rightful inferior place: 

 

“Bitches who think that to be a feminazi you just have to act like a feminazi 

and life will be better (...) Those bitches whose social success is given to them 

on a plate. (...) Those bitches (...) justify their fucking mental poverty to the 

death. (...) Those bitches who have created a whole industry based on their 

frivolity, whims, lack of values, solidarity and empathy. Those bitches who 

are completely self-obsessed. (...) Mediocre minds that can't do anything 

because they've never been cultivated. (…) Those bitches (...) who believe 

that their opinion matters, who believe that their life matters, that we should be 

interested in their empty shit conversation. (...) Those bitches who have made 

humility a defect and pride and disrespect towards their neighbour a subject 

in their race towards feminazism. People who think they can catalogue their 

neighbour and humiliate him when he doesn't pass through the filter with their shit 

criteria (...) Those bitches (...) are a scourge on society and my duty, our duty 

as men, is to fucking bring them down to where they think they've risen from, 

smash their fucking imaginary world. And make them see that they are not 

right, now they are nothing and their place in the world is first to lower their 

head and second learn to be persons.” 

 

 

 Video ‘Lolocausto 10: La manera de pensar femenina’ ('Women's way of 

thinking')  

 

The voiceover of this video delivers a speech that discredits women, claiming they 

should be treated like animals and attributing a series of negative traits to them by 

nature. It also says that women need a man to complete and teach them: 

 

 

“With time and maturity you come to realise that they are neither equal nor close 

to man, they are just pure instinct, visceral, and primary appetite, they shouldn't 

be treated like people but dominated like animals. (…) Because for women (...) 

studying, trying, learning, innovating, creative achievements, merits from 

doing hard work, none of that is worth anything to them (...) for a woman trying 

hard is humiliating because women must achieve things without making an effort, 
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practically without asking for them, just because of her pretty face, that's their only 

accomplishment. And that's why we have this current generation of subnormal 

cheats dreaming about being the next slag to post pictures of their body 

everywhere. (…) There's the example of this and many other prostitutes selling 

and convincing all the other cows that being a slut is the key to success in life. 

(…) What really completes you and stops you being the visceral and immoral 

animals that you are is a man, a real man, not a piece of shit, who teaches 

you that what your instincts make you think and desire is uncivil, vile and 

despicable. You have to be contained, taught to respect your neighbour, 

humility and selfless courtesy, values that you're completely devoid of. But 

anyway, trying to find that in a bird is mad. (…)” 

 

 

 Putamierda28 blog 

 

A post shows a picture of a woman on her knees with a dog collar around her neck 

held by a man. There is also a caption, supposedly sent in by a female user of the blog, 

who believes in women's inferiority to men and claims that their natural role is to serve 

them: 

 

“I was born a woman and for that reason alone my duty is to serve men" 

Anabel. Send in your sentence. #Submissioniswoman.” 

 

Another post includes a photo of a woman kneeling in front of a man who is holding a 

whip. There is also a caption, supposedly sent in by a female user of the blog, who 

believes in women's inferiority to men and claims that their natural role is to obey them:   

 

“My place is on my knees to please, obey and follow men" Vanessa. Send in 

your sentence. #Submissioniswoman.” 

 

 

 Sin Título (cor5ario) blog 

 

One of the posts, shared from the Dominación machista blog, proposes that women 

should be abducted to be indoctrinated in machismo: 

 

“One day the governments of the world will pass a law allowing women to be 

kidnapped to be indoctrinated into the macho lifestyle. At first they'll rebel, they'll 

think it's unfair, they'll complain to human rights organisations but in the end and 
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after their indoctrination they will be obedient submissives that preach man's 

superiority. #VIVAMACHISMO.” 

Another post, also taken from the Dominación machista blog, questions women's 

fundamental right to freedom. In response to an anonymous question, the author states 

that parents should be able to sell their daughters and husbands should be able to rent 

out their wives: 

“Anonymous asked: Should the father, husband or boyfriend of a woman have the 

right to sell her? 

Dominacionmachista answered: In an ideal macho society the father should 

have the right to sell his daughter and in fact he has, the husband should have 

the right to lend or rent her out but buying should be for life, the boyfriend should 

have a kind of lease, a kind of rent with right to use and option to buy but no the 

woman would not be his property but the property of the girl's father.” 

A third post states that women should not have the right of freedom of speech and 

must obey men: ‘I believe that women should not opine, just obey’.  

 

 


